Introduction. The results we give here only begin to answer the following general problems: Let AT be a hermitian symmetric domain, T a group acting holomorphically and discontinuously, and U = T\X the quotient. Then, by Kodaira if U is compact and smooth, or, by Baily-Borel if just {/has finite volume (and T arithmetic), U is algebraic. One can ask for all ways of algebracizing U over R, for each of the number of connected components of £/(R), and the type of each component as, say, a real analytic space. For the smooth R-algebraic varieties U = T\X 9 each component of U(R) is a quotient of the form U' = iAx' of a globally symmetric space I'CIbya subgroup r'cr. To determine which X' and r'-actions occur is our goal.
One can construct, at least for X without "exceptional" factors, (for example via the Lie algebra of the isometry group) involutions as above. and call it the "number of complex conjugations of X". The results below show that different conjugations have real forms with distinct isometry types.
If X is a product of irreducibles (all nonexceptional), we can describe the conjugations of X in terms of the conjugations of the factors. 
